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Abstract—In a service-oriented architecture, adaptive and
evolvable applications should be able to select, configure and
compose different existing application services to deal with the
changes which can arise from runtime contextual changes or
the change of user requirements and preferences. To support
this, hybrid service composition approaches have been proposed,
in which the core of application logic, which is rather stable, is
specified in terms of processes while rules are employed to specify
the conditions and constraints to adapt the application behaviour.
The rules are then exposed as a decision service which can be
employed by the process to make adaptation decision with respect
to runtime circumstances. The interaction between processes
and decision services are generally performed in synchronous
request-response manner. We argue that such an interaction is
not efficient to support different types of adaptation at runtime
and therefore asynchronous interaction should also be supported.
In this paper, we present an adaptive service provisioning archi-
tecture and a decision service template allowing both synchronous
request-response interaction and asynchronous notification. To
motivate the proposed architecture and the decision service
template, we use a blood pressure monitoring scenario from
the homecare domain. We also explain the implementation of
the proposed approach based on commercially available rule
and process engines. Finally, we discuss: 1) what is the efficient
way (synchronous request-response interaction vs. asynchronous
notification) of calling decision service to execute different types
of decision rules? and 2) to what extent the use of decision service
facilitates dealing with the unforeseen changes?

Index Terms—service-oriented architecture; business process
and rules; adaptive and evolvable; hybrid service composition;
decision service; homecare;

I. INTRODUCTION

It is quite a challenge for researchers and practitioners to de-

velop adaptive software applications to cope with the changes

which might happen in their business environments [1]. The

need of adaptivity arises from runtime contextual changes as

well as from changes in user requirements and preferences [2].

Adaptive applications should be able to monitor the changes

and automatically react based on their predefined application

logic (i.e., adaptivity) [2]. But due to the complexity of today’s

software-intensive systems and the high degree of uncertainty

in business environments, it is not always feasible to foresee

all of these changes [2]. In such cases, a designer of the appli-

cation needs to modify the application logic to deal with such

unforeseen changes, if they occur. Such a manual adaptation

of unexpected changes is a labour-intensive and tedious task.

Therefore, we need an approach that enriches applications

with capabilities to evolve some parts of the application logic

without affecting other parts (i.e., evolvability) [3].

In a service-oriented architecture, adaptive and evolvable ap-

plications should be able to select, configure and compose dif-

ferent existing application services to deal with the changes [4]

(also known as, dynamic service provisioning). This means

that the application logic of such a (composed) application

should be adapted in terms of the process logic (control

flows and data flows) among these application services. A

process logic usually incorporates or has an associated set of

(declarative) rules to specify the conditions and constraints

on the imperative flows. Since both processes and rules have

advantages and disadvantages on their own rights, hybrid

service composition (which uses a combination of processes

and rules) has been proposed as a plausible solution to support

evolvability [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. However, a process

logic can be implemented in rules and some of the rules can

be implemented in processes, and finding a balance of what

can be specified by the process logic and what by the rules is

a serious challenge [11].

In hybrid service composition approaches, the core of

application logic, which is rather stable, is specified in terms of

processes while rules are employed to specify conditions and

constraints in which the application should adapt its behaviour

according to runtime circumstances. The rules are exposed as

an ordinary application service which can be called by the

process [8], [5], which we refer to as decision service in this

paper. The main idea behind exposing rules as application

services is to support flexibility in handling the changes in con-

ditions and constraints. The decision service helps the process

to select one of the alternative process logics at its decision

points shielding the rules that drive the decision making as

well as the runtime circumstances in which the decision is

made. This improves the evolvability of applications as rules

can evolve independently from the process [11]. Moreover,

this separation may also provide support for adaptivity but the

degree to which it can be supported needs further investigation.

Existing works [8], [5] suggest that a process and a decision

service interact with each other in a synchronous request-

response manner. It means that the process always calls the

decision service at some predefined decision points. We argue

that such an interaction is not efficient to support different

types of adaptation at runtime. In some cases, e.g., when

there is a change in the environment, it might be more

efficient and elegant to support an asynchronous interaction

such that the decision service can notify the process about new

changes. The asynchronous interaction is even more important
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in situations where the adaptation is required for handling

contextual changes, which can happen at any time during

the process execution. In such situations, calling the decision

service from the process to adapt the application at its certain

decision point is not efficient, if not appropriate. For instance,

immediately after using the decision service, some contextual

changes which require the adaptation might happen, but the

required adaptation can not be done until the next decision

service call.

In this paper, based on our earlier work [6], we design an

adaptive service provisioning architecture using the decision

service allowing both synchronous request-response interac-

tion and asynchronous notification. Accordingly, we define

a decision service template for the decision service which

specifies its service interfaces and the corresponding input and

output message exchange patterns. This template is defined to

be used in different application domains in a generic manner.

To motivate the proposed architecture and the decision service

template, we use a blood pressure monitoring scenario from

the homecare domain. We also explain the implementation

of the proposed approach based on commercially available

rule and process engines. Our contributions are as follows: 1)

providing guidelines to choose an efficient way (synchronous

request-response interaction vs. asynchronous notification) of

calling decision service to execute different types of decision

rules and 2) facilitating the evolvability of the application to

the unforeseen changes using the decision service. Moreover,

we outline several challenges for further research.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section

2, we explain current hybrid service composition approaches

and state their strengths and weaknesses compared to our

approach. In Section 3, we explain the blood pressure mon-

itoring application scenario to motivate our work. In Section

4, we discuss our adaptive service provisioning architecture

that employs a decision service to support adaptivity in an

efficient and flexible manner. The architecture shows the in-

teractions between the decision service and other services. Our

proposed service template of the decision service is specified

in Section 5. The specialization and the implementation of

the architecture and the decision service template for the

blood pressure monitoring application are described in Section

6. In Section 7, the experimental results of a pilot study

based on our implementation in the homecare domain are

explained. In Section 8, we discuss the open research questions

and accordingly explain future research directions. Finally, in

Section 9, we conclude the paper with an outlook on our future

research plan.

II. RELATED WORK

Dynamic service composition (also know as adaptive or au-

tomatic service composition) approaches have been proposed

to deal with the changes in the environment or business goals.

These approaches require minimal or no user intervention [12],

[13] and generally can be classified in three categories: 1)

Work-flow composition, 2) Artificial Intelligent (AI)-planing

and 3) hybrid of work-flow composition and AI-planing. In

the scope of this paper, the hybrid service composition is a

combination of work-flow (i.e., process) and rules (i.e., one of

the AI-planning approaches).

For the hybrid service composition, although there has been

a long discussion to define a balance between processes and

rules to model information systems, there was no doubt that

a combination of them would be useful to address different

types of business goals [11]. The hybrid service composition

approaches can be classified in two categories: 1) extending

the process logic specification to support rules. 2) extracting

the rules from the process logic and exposing them as an

ordinary application service (i.e., decision service) which can

be called by the process. We call it extracting (rather than

separating) because we assume in this category, the process

with embedded rules is given as an input and the rules are

extracted and shielded from the process.

For the first category, since the standard process logic

specification languages (e.g., BPEL4WS) need to be extended,

there is a lack of implementation support. One of the earliest

works in the hybrid service composition introduced by [7],

broke down the service composition problem to several units

which can be created, modified or deleted independently.

These modules can be implemented by business rules. Aspect-

orientation is an alternative approach that can implement

these rules. This work mainly talks about how to add rules

to the process specification, instead of separating the rules

from the process and exposing them as a service. Later on,

they present the design and implementation of AO4BPEL,

an aspect-oriented extension to BPEL [10]. However, similar

to [7], this approach requires modifying process engines to

enable them to handle the so-called “pointcuts, advices and
aspects“.

In this paper, we focus on the second category of the hybrid

service composition approaches. Some works have been done

to study how rules can be extracted from the process logic and

exposed as a decision service. In [8] a rule interceptor service

has been introduced. This service 1) intercepts all incoming

and outgoing web service calls, 2) maps them to business rules,

and then 3) applies associated business rules. The proposed

business rule broker provides a WSDL interface which can be

queried by the BPEL engine. The authors of [8] emphasize on

the importance of integrating rule and process engines. They

assume that all the rules must be executed either before or

after an interceptor, i.e., activity through synchronous request-

response interactions between the process and rule engines.

This approach also assumes a transformation engine having

predefined data model and XSLT rules to make both process

and rule engines understand each other.

In [5], a tuple space has been proposed to provide more

flexibility about their data model. In this approach, the data

can be added and shared by a process or rule engine on the fly.

This approach, similar to the aforementioned approach, also

assumes a synchronous request-response interactions between

the process and rule engines. Therefore, the process can

call the decision service only at its certain decision points.

Comparing with [8], [5], our approach supports asynchronous
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notification between the process and decision service in addi-

tion to synchronous request-response interactions.

In [9], several rule-based adaptation patterns have been

introduced. These patterns can be applied based on the events

which are notified by a rule engine. The authors mainly

focus on how the adaptation can tailor the workflow based on

the contextual changes at runtime. However, the interaction

between the process and rule engines is limited to some

intermediate events which are predefined in the process. In

other words, this approach provides event-based interactions

between the process and rule engines rather than providing a

decision service.

In [14], the adaption patterns are introduced as a set of self-

contained sub-processes, i.e., worklets which can be selected

dynamically at runtime based on contextual circumstances.

This work mostly emphasizes on how the worklets and their

corresponding rules can be specified and associated with each

other. Later on, in [15], the authors added a new interface to

the process engine to support exception handling. Our work

can be seen as a complimentary to this work, since it goes

deep into this service interface. To have a decision service

template which can be specialized in any application domain,

the specification of this service interface is required. Therefore,

our work explains how the process engine interacts with the

decision service not only to handle exceptions, but also to

execute different types of rules. Moreover, in our approach

each application process has one parallel sub-process which

catches all the related events and therefore, new events can be

handled by the same sub-process without the need to change

the assigned process.

III. HOMECARE APPLICATION SCENARIO

To illustrate our proposed architecture and decision service

template, we explain a homecare application scenario for blood

pressure monitoring (BPM) application. Later on, we special-

ize the proposed architecture and decision service template

based on this scenario.
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Fig. 1: The service plan of BPM application

The service plan of the BPM application should be created

and tailored by Nancy (a care-giver) for Jan (a care-receiver)

to help him to measure his blood pressure on time. A service

plan refers to one or more service building blocks (SBBs)

and describes the configuration and orchestration of these

SBBs as well as decision rules required to specify runtime

behaviour [6]. The application starts based on a predefined

calendar event and reminds Jan, possibly several times, to

measure his blood pressure. If he does not measure or his

blood pressure is not in the normal range, the application sends

an alarm to Nancy. If his blood pressure is still in the range

but the systolic level is higher than 140, the application calls

medicine reminder (MR) application to remind him to take his

medicine.

Fig. 1 shows a service plan of the BPM application which

consists of an orchestration of activities as well as decision

rules to specify the behaviour of the application at runtime.

For instance, rule r0 defines when the application starts, rule

r4 determines how many times to send the reminder and rule

r6 determines to which application service the reminder SBB

should be mapped, based on Jan’s location at runtime. To

support the rules, there are several configuration parameters

which are assigned to the SBBs. All the rules are assigned

to decision points except r0 and r6. r0 is a trigger rule

which tigers the process. r6 is a configuration rule, attached

to reminder activity, is executed as an internal process of the

activity to find the binding.

IV. OUR PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

We propose an adaptive service provisioning architecture to

enable interaction between processes and the decision service.

The proposed architecture is shown in Fig. 2 with four of

its infrastructure services: process repository service (PRS),
decision service (DS), context service (CS) and data repository
service (DRS). These infrastructure services are application

scenario independent and can be used in any application

domain that requires composition of services dynamically. In

addition, the figure also shows the service interfaces and the

interaction between them. In Fig. 2, we only show the four

main infrastructure services and not the application services,

for simplicity. We show the application services when we spe-

cialize the architecture later on in Section VI, while showing

the usability of the proposed architecture in supporting the

interaction between infrastructure and application services in

the homecare domain.

In the following subsections, we describe the role and

responsibilities of the main infrastructural services depicted

in Fig. 2.

A. Context Service

The context service (CS) is responsible for aggregating the

contextual information from related application services. The

context is “any information that can be used to characterize
the situation of entities” [16]. For instance, in the homecare

domain, the location or the blood pressure value of the

care-receiver is the context of the application, since they

characterize the care-receiver as one of its entity. The context
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Fig. 2: The proposed architecture to support the DS

service 1) triggers a subscribed contextual event to the decision

service (e.g., the event ‘Jan leaves out of home’ is subscribed

to decide when to use which device to deliver message to Jan)

or 2) responds to the context enquiry coming from the decision

service (e.g., to get the latest blood pressure measurement

needed for its validation). We use an ontological model to

define contextual events and the relationship between them.

Using this ontology model, we specify the contextual events

and their corresponding application logic. It is used by the

decision service to react appropriately, when a contextual event

is received. The explanation of the ontology model is out of

the scope of this paper.

B. Data Repository Service

The data repository service (DRS) is responsible to keep

the data models and their values. We define data model that

is shared between the processes and the decision service.

Each process has a data model which consists of all the

configuration parameters which are used within that process.

For instance, the data model of the BPM application consists

of t1,t2,m1,m2, which are shown in Fig. 1. The data model

values are used by the DS and PRS. To avoid inconsistency

of the data, the values of the data model can be changed only

by the DS, and the PRS can only read the values of the data

model.

C. Decision Service

The decision service (DS) updates the values of the data

model, based on the contextual events and corresponding

firing rules. Therefore, the DS needs to be notified about

the contextual changes to make decisions [2]. This infor-

mation is obtained from the CS, as explained before. Since

contextual changes can happen any time during the process

execution, the decision service needs to be able to receive this

information even during the execution time. In this regards,

decision service supports both synchronous and asynchronous

communication with processes and the CS. To achieve this, the

decision service makes use of two internal processes shown

in Fig. 3. The internal process A (Fig. 3a) is instantiated

whenever a contextual event is received from the CS, whereas

the internal process B (Fig. 3b) is instantiated whenever a

request is received from the PRS. Any contextual event is

related to a specific process, for example, a calendar event is

related to the process of the BPM application.
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(a) The internal process of the DS for context notification
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(b) The internal process of the DS for decision enquiry

Fig. 3: The internal processes of the decision services

The internal process A (Fig. 3a) is used to choose rules

which are related to a specific contextual. It is also used to

query the CS for up-to-date information required for evaluating

the selected rules. The contextual events and their correspond-

ing rules are related to a specific process. For instance, the

calendar event is related to the process of the BPM application.

Therefore, if a calendar event is received specifying that the

care-receiver’s blood pressure should be measured, then the

DS selects the related rule, which is r0 and queries the last

measured blood pressure for rule r0. Then, the DS either

instantiates a data model (if the BPM is not instantiated before)

or retrieves the values of the data model (if an instance of

BPM is instantiated before) through the DRS. This means that,

before executing the selected rules, the DS always retrieves the

up-to-date values of the corresponding data model.
After executing the rules, the DS updates the data model

values by calling the write interface of the DRS. Based on

the executed rules, It might not be necessary to notify or to

trigger a process. For instance, a blood pressure is measured

within the last two hours and therefore, based on r0, there is no

need to trigger a new instance of the BPM application. On the

other hand, the DS might need to trigger a process or notify an

existing instance of a process. In case of triggering a process,

the DS calls the PRS to trigger a process. The PRS reads the

values of the data model from DRS and also subscribes to

the DS to receive the notification related to that instance of

process. In case of notifying a process, the DS notifies the

PRS to read the new values of the data model from the DRS.

For instance, if a new blood pressure measurement is received

by the CS, it triggers the DS and then, the DS updates the

data model values and notifies the PRS to read the values for

the subscribed instance of the BPM application.
The internal process B (Fig. 3b) is instantiated, whenever

a request-response call arrives from the process engine after

or before an activity. For instance, r6 is a reminder specific
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rule, which can be queried exactly before the reminder activity.

The DS chooses the rules which are assigned to before/after

the activity. Similar to triggering the process, it might need

more contextual information. The DS fires the selected rules,

updates the values of the data model and responds to the PRS.

Then, the PRS reads the new values of the data model from

the DRS.

D. Process Repository Service

The processes repository service (PRS) is responsible to

trigger or to notify a process based on messages coming

from the DS. Moreover, process instances can query the DS

through the PRS. The PRS also provides the latest values of

the data model to the processes by reading them from the

DRS. To enable the PRS to fulfill these responsibilities, we

defined a process template. All the process instances must

follow the process template which is shown in Fig. 4. We

use BPMN 2.0 [17] notation to illustrate the process template.

For instance, the process of BPM application shown in Fig. 1,

needs to be modified with respect to this template to be able

to use the PRS. Fig. 9 presented in Section VI, shows the

modified version of Fig. 1.

As the process template shows, the processes are triggered

by the DS. The DRS keeps the values of the data model

coming from the DS. Immediately after starting the process,

a parallel sub-process will start. The parallel sub-process has

an intermediate message event, which listens to the DS and

catches notifications. This parallel sub-process is always run-

ning until its main sub-process ends. This allows asynchronous

notifications from the DS. Based on the received notifications,

the PRS reads the new values of the data model from the

DRS and then, the sub-process returns to intermediate message

event, i.e., the listening state, to wait for a new notification.
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Fig. 4: The process template for all the application processes

The main sub-process consists of several activities and

decision points. Each activity, like activity A, itself is a sub-

process which includes several other activities. The DS is

called before and after calling the application service, which

implements the activity. As mentioned earlier, each time the

DS is called, the data model will be updated. During the call

of the application service, some of these values of the data

model might be used.

In the decision points of the main sub-process, there are

some conditions, which need to be evaluated based on the

values of the data model. Since, these values are assigned by

the DS, either in triggering, notification or before/after activity

call, as opposed to the existing approaches, there is no need to

call the DS at the decision points. We assume the parameters

and their values, which are required by these decision points,

are defined in the data model of the process. Therefore, the

PRS provides the up-to-date values of the data model to the

process.

V. THE DECISION SERVICE TEMPLATE

We define a reference decision service template to im-

plement a decision service in any application domain. The

decision service template includes the service interfaces, their

input and output messages, and their message exchange pat-

terns to define the behaviour of the decision service. The

messages are defined in an abstract level, allowing them to

be specialized as required by the application domain. The

behaviour and the message exchange patterns remain the same.

We use Web Services Description Language (WSDL) to define

the abstract interfaces of the decision service. The behaviour

of the decision service is modeled by a state diagram. In

the following subsections, we explain the interface and the

behaviour of the decision service.

A. The Service Interface

Fig. 5 shows the WSDL interface of the decision service

in pictorial view, generated using Eclipse Web Tools Platform

(WTP)1. It consists of two port types: a) Decision Process
and b) Decision Context to interact with the PRS and the

context service, respectively. The Decision Process provides

two operations: subscribe and decisionEnquiry. The subscribe
operation is defined as one-way operation and is called by the

PRS as soon as a process is triggered and instantiated. This

operation takes instance ID (identifier) of the new instance of

the process as well as a trigger ID as its input message. The

trigger ID is generated by the decision service for each trigger

event. Therefore, the decision service knows which data model

instance (which is instantiated at the trigger time) belongs to

which process instance.

Fig. 5: The WSDL interface of the decision service in pictorial

view, generated using Eclipse Web Tools Platform (WTP)

The decisionEnquiry operation is defined as a request-

response operation, which is called by the PRS. It receives

1http://www.eclipse.org/webtools/
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the process instance ID and the type of activity (before or

after which the decision service is called) as input message.

Therefore, the decision service is able to select the rules which

are related to that specific activity. We assume that we know

all the activity types which can be employed by the processes

and also their rules, which are assigned to before/after of these

activity types. The decisionEnquiry operation produces the

new values of the data model as its output message. These

values are also updated in the DRS. The data model, as

mentioned before, consists of all the configuration parameters

of the process. The structure of the data model is not explained

in this paper due to brevity.

The decision service can also notify and trigger a process

instance through the PRS. The trigger and notify interfaces are

implemented by the PRS as one-way operation. Therefore, the

decision service template does not need any service interface

to trigger or to notify the PRS.

The Decision Context port type has an one-way operation:

contextNotification. The decision service subscribes to some

specific contextual events based on the rules, which are defined

for the deployed processes. Whenever one of the events

happens, the context service notifies the occurrence of this

specific event to the decision service. Regarding the context

enquiry, the interface is implemented by the context service

and the decision service can call it to get the latest value of

the context.

B. The Dynamic behaviour

Fig. 6 shows the behaviour of the decision service. When

the context service notifies a contextual event or the PRS calls

the decision service, an instance of the decision service is

created. Once an instance of the decision service is created, it

either instantiates the data model or retrieves one instance of

the data model through the DRS. The data model instantiation

is performed to keep track of the up-to-date values of the

data model associated to its process instance. The decision

service then retrieves the up-to-date values of the data model

and enters the reasoning state.

In the reasoning state, if more contextual information is

required, the decision service queries the context service and

enters the context enquiry state until it receives back response

from the context service. As Fig. 6 shows, the decision service

can be instantiated several times during the execution of

one application and the instances are running independent of

each other. Therefore, it is possible to handle a contextual

event related to a specific application while responding to a

decision enquiry coming from the same application. After the

reasoning, the decision service updates the data model values

in the DRS. Then, in case of contextual event notification, the

decision service, based on the reasoning, may trigger or notify

a process. If there is no need to trigger or to notify a process,

the decision service finishes without any action. In case of

decision enquiry, the decision service responds to the the PRS

and then finishes.
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Fig. 6: The behaviour model of the decsion service

VI. THE SPECIALIZATION AND IMPLEMENTATION IN THE

HOMECARE DOMAIN

In this section, we specialize and then implement the

proposed architecture in the homecare domain for the BPM

application scenario (explained in Section III). We have em-

ployed several tools and technologies which can be installed

either on one or separate servers. Fig. 7 shows how the

four scenario-independent infrastructure services and scenario-

dependent application services implemented on top of three

infrastructure components.
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Fig. 7: The specialization of the proposed architecture for the

BPM application scenario

In our implementation, we have three components: a process

engine, a rule engine and an application server. We use

WebSphere Lombardi Edition2 and WeSphere ILOG JRules3

as process and rule engines, respectively.

We set up the application server on a Ubuntu (version 10.4)

machine. The application services are implemented as web

2http://www-01.ibm.com/software/integration/lombardi-edition/
3http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/brjrules/v7r1/index.jsp
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Fig. 9: The BPM application process on Lombardi in compliance with the generic process template (shown in Fig. 4)
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Fig. 8: The Interaction of the infrastructure services for the

BPM application

services in an open source application server called GlassFish4.

Its openness and support of all Java EE API specifications such

as web services, XML and JMS (Java Message Service), is

promising in order to have heterogeneous types of application

services, which might be provided by different organizations.

For instance, the blood pressure monitoring device at home is

connected to a server in MobiHealth company5, as one of our

third-party service providers, through their own infrastructure.

The Mobihealth server is connected to our application server

to provide web service interface, which will be employed by

the infrastructure services. These services have been explained

in our previous work with more details [6].

Regarding the infrastructure services, the decision service

and context service are implemented on top of the rule engine,

since, both of them make use of several rules. The DRS is

implemented as part of the decision service. Therefore, the

decision service can update the data model values locally and

4http://glassfish.java.net/
5http://www.mobihealth.com/

the PRS can read the data model values through the decision

service. Moreover, the PRS has been implemented as part of

the process. This means that the process instances, implement

the PRS service interfaces to be triggered, notified or to query

the decision service and also to read the data model values. The

processes themselves are implemented on top of the processes

engine. Fig. 8 shows how the infrastructure services interact

with each other to implement the BPM application scenario.

In our implementation, the PRS has been implemented as part

of the BPM application.

The calendar notifies the context service about a new blood

pressure agenda and then, the context service notifies the

decision service by a calendar event. The decision service

has subscribed for this event during the BPM application

deployment. Because of r0 in Fig. 1, the decision service

needs to query the context service to get the latest measured

blood pressure value. If it was not measured within the last

two hours, the decision service triggers an instance of BPM

application. The instance of BPM application subscribes to the

decision service for each of the events, used by the process.

Before the reminder activity, the BPM application calls the

decision service to execute the related rules. Since, r6 in

Fig. 1, is assigned to be executed before reminder activity,

the decision service queries the context service to get the

location of the care-receiver, which is needed by this rule.

After the reminder activity, the decision service is called to

check whether it reaches to the maximum number of reminder

repetition or not. Whenever a new blood pressure value is

arrived, the decision service executes r3 in Fig. 1, and notifies

the BPM application by the new values of the data model.

The BPM application immediately interrupts the process and

jumps to the related decision point.

ng The BPM process, which is implemented on WebSphere

Lombardi, is shown in Fig. 9. In compliance with the generic

process template (shown in Fig. 4), it has a start event and

parallel sub-process to catch all the triggers and notifications

coming from the decision service, respectively. The start event,

which implements the trigger interface of the PRS, instantiates

(based on trigger event) the BPM process and subscribes
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to the decision service for later notifications. The parallel

sub-process, which implements the notify interface of the

PRS, reads the values of the data model from the DRS and

accordingly, it might post a message to the event manager of

Lombardi. This message can be taken by all the intermediate

message events which are attached to the activities. This

enables the BPM process to immediately interrupt the process

and to jump to a specific point of the process. For instance,

by receiving a new blood pressure measurement, the BPM

application jumps to the decision point of r3 in Fig. 1. To call

decision enquiry before or after the activity, all the activities

have an internal process. The internal process of the reminder

activity, which implements the enquiry interface of the PRS

before and after sending the reminder, is shown in Fig. 10.

Based on the values of the data model, after the decision

enquiry, the process may either choose PDA or Tablet PC to

send the reminder.

Fig. 10: The internal process of the reminder activity

VII. PILOT STUDY

Based on our specialization and implementation of the pro-

posed architecture in the homecare domain, we have conducted

a pilot study in a care center. The pilot study includes five care-

receivers and two care givers as volunteers for a period of two

months. The pilot consists of several homecare applications

such as the BPM application and medication monitoring. First,

the care-givers create and tailor the BPM application for each

of the care-receivers. Then, during the pilot study, we maintain

a list of changes. As mentioned before, these changes are either

foreseen or unforeseen. The BPM application automatically

adapts to the foreseen changes, while its application logic

requires manual modification to evolve with respect to the

unforeseen changes. Based on our initial results, we identify

the following changes:

The foreseen changes:

1) The care-receivers are not at the home when the BPM

application starts.

2) The care-receivers forget to measure their blood pres-

sure.

3) The values of care-receivers’ blood pressure at time of

the BPM application execution need to send alarm.

4) The values of care-receivers’ blood pressure at time of

the BPM application execution need to take a medica-

tion.

5) The new blood pressure value arrives at different times:

before BPM the application starts (before its scheduled

time) or in middle of its execution.

The unforeseen changes:

1) The care-receivers measure their blood pressure before

the BPM application starts and these values should

trigger an alarm.

2) New locations need to be defined like the restaurant of

the care center.

3) The conditions of sending alarm change, for instance,

if a medication is taken, although the blood pressure is

too high, there is no need to send alarm.

To adapt to the foreseen changes, the behaviour of BPM

application is adapted as expected in real time. The commu-

nication delay of the decision service is always less than 10

milliseconds which is not noticeable by the care-receivers and

care-givers. The data model for BPM application consists of 19

variables (8 String, 7 Integer and 4 Boolean variables). In our

pilot, the size of data which is exchanged between an instance

of application process and the decision service is always less

than 5 kilobytes for each interaction.

Regarding the frequency of occurring changes, the care-

receivers’ locations mostly remains unchanged (most of the

time at home). Therefore, its related rule, r6 in Fig. 1, only

executes a few times during the pilot. In contrast, most of

the time the blood pressure values arrive before the BPM

application starts. Therefore, when the BPM application starts,

it directly goes to execute rules r3 and r5 in Fig. 1.

To evolve with respect to the unforeseen changes, we need

to modify the application logic manually. To address the

unforeseen change #1, we add an alarm activity at another

service plan which receives blood pressure values from the

third-party service providers. The alarm activity, calls the

decision service of BPM application to see whether it is

necessary to send alarm or not. Since, we have reused the

BPM decision service in another service plan with the same

service interface, the modification was accomplished quickly

by dragging and dropping an alert activity to the process.

To evolve to the unforeseen changes #2 and #3, the mod-

ification was required only in the decision service without

changing the application process. Regarding the unforeseen

change #2 , the process only needs to know to which reminder

and how much in advance it should send a reminder. These

information is given to the process by the data model instance.

Therefore, handling a new location does not need to change

the data model. Similarly, the unforeseen change #3 also

does not need to change the data model. In this case, the

decision service queries the context service to know about the

medication status and accordingly, updates the values of the

data model. With respect to these facts, shielding the rules

from the process, facilitates the evolvability of the application

to the unforeseen changes.

VIII. DISCUSSION

By using a homecare application scenario, we have shown

how our approach can support adaptivity in changing envi-

ronment by using a decision service together with a context

service. However, we made the following assumptions, which

must be taken into account to support adaptivity as discussed
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in this paper. The pilot study shows that our assumptions are

true for the BPM application in the homecare domain.

• The adaptation is limited to handling changes in values

of the data model, i.e., the adaption can only manipulate

the data model values and not the process itself. If a

change in process itself is required, it must be defined

as alternative paths in the process and its corresponding

decision points or intermediate message events should

also be specified. Then, based on some values of the data

model, the process can select one of the alternative paths

in the processes.

• The data model is predefined, which is used for specify-

ing the configuration parameters, and its structure cannot

change during runtime.

• Since the adaptation must be done at real time, the

communication delay of the decision service and size of

the data model are crucial. In our experiment, the effect of

this delay and size of the data model in adaptation process

is less than a few milliseconds, which is considered to be

acceptable.

• We do not consider adaptation in the middle of an activity,

i.e., we do not compensate the currently active activity if

it is interrupted because of adaptation requirement.

Regarding our first contribution, we should explain how

we decide whether a synchronous request-response interaction

or asynchronous notification is used for calling the decision

service. Based on lessons we learned from homecare domain,

we classify rules that can be used in a decision service

into two types, which are listed as follows. Based on this

classification, we provide guideline on how to select which

type of interaction with the decision service is necessary for

receiving the decision results depending on the types of the

rules used in decision making.

• Non-activity specific rules: are generic rules and are

applicable to more than one activity in the process. For

instance, r0 in Fig. 1 is applicable to three activities of

the BPM application.

• Activity specific rules: are rules that are applicable to

one specific type of activity in the process. For instance,

r4 in Fig. 1 is applicable to only to the reminder activity

of the BPM application. The activity specific rules can

be further classified into two sub-categories as follows:

– Frequently occurring: are activity specific rules,

which need to be checked frequently. For instance,

r4 in Fig. 1 is specific for the reminder activity and

must be checked always after sending the reminder.

– Non-frequently occurring: are activity specific

rules, which do not need to be checked frequently.

For instance, r6 in Fig. 1 is specific for the reminder

activity but only needs to be checked if the location

of care-receiver changes.

These rules can be handled by performing decision enquiry

before and after the activities in request-response interaction.

However, when handling non-activity specific rules, they need

to be checked in all the decision enquiry which is not efficient.

Therefore, using the asynchronous notification can improve

the system performance to execute this type of rules because

they are only executed when their trigger event happens. Also,

in the homecare case study, assigning the activity specific

(both frequently occurring and non-frequently occurring) rules

to the decision enquiry before or after their corresponding

activities were found to be inefficient. Then we handled the

non-frequently occurring activity specific rules similarly to

the non-activity specific rules, which we found to be more

efficient. For instance, r6 in Fig. 1 was always checked

before reminder activity while only a few of them change

the data model values (e.g., changing the binding port of

the reminder device from PDA to Tablet PC or vice versa),

since, the care-receiver’ location does not change so often.

With respect to the identified types of rules, we observe that

using the decision service in the asynchronous notification

manner, makes the adaptation more efficient than using it in a

synchronous request-response way (especially for the first and

third types of rules).

Regarding our second contribution, the pilot study shows

that the reusability of the decision service facilitates the

evolvability of the application with respect to the unforeseen

changes. This reusability helps the designers to create or

to modify a service plan using the same decision service.

Moreover, shielding the process from the rules helps the

designers to modify the application logic behind the decision

service without modifying the process.This is very useful,

specially with respect to the fact that changing the rules is

more convenient than changing the process. Finally, we see

several interesting aspects which need further investigation and

we list them as follows:

• We make use of reasoning in the decision service, which

is a computation-intensive task. By exposing the rules as

decision services and executing them on a cloud comput-

ing infrastructure, the response time can be improved.

• We have designed the decision service as an state-less ser-

vice. It means that the decision service can be instantiated

per interaction, not for the whole application execution

time. This might be interesting specially from the load

balancing point of the view. On the other hand, the values

of the data model must be retrieved for each instantiation

of decision service for a running application. The trade-

off between memory consumption to keep the decision

service instances and computation cost to retrieve the data

model values needs to be investigated.

• The data model can be divided to several modules and

only the required modules are exchanged in each inter-

action between the process and decision service. This

can decrease the network traffic. The rules can also be

assigned to these modules to decrease the computation

cost, since, for each module, only some of the rules are

considered as the related rules.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

Decision as a service has been proposed mainly to im-

prove the evolvability of the applications, since the rules are
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more easy to update than the process. We have also shown

that the decision service can also provide adaptivity to deal

with the contextual changes during runtime. Providing both

evolvability and adaptivity makes the use of the decision

service as a promising candidate to achieve dynamic service

provisioning. To improve the efficiency of the adaptation

process, we introduce a way of using the decision service

to support both the synchronous request-response as well

as the asynchronous interactions. In doing so, we design

an adaptive service provisioning architecture and decision

service template which can be used as a reference for any

application domain. We motivated the proposed approach

by using it in implementing a blood pressure monitoring

application scenario from the homecare domain. However,

there are some assumptions which must be considered for any

application domain before applying our approach. Based on

our experience in implementing the BPM application scenario

from the homecare domain, we found that these assumptions

are reasonable to make. Moreover, based on our experiment,

we classify the rules to provide a guideline on how to select

which type of interaction with the decision service is necessary

for receiving the decision results depending on the types of

the rules used in decision making. This classification based

guideline is expected to be useful in finding the balanced use of

processes and rules to model the behaviour of an application,

which is otherwise a serious challenge. In our approach,

we make use of reasoning in the decision service, which

is a computation-intensive task. We expect that externalizing

the reasoning task from the decision service and executing

them in a cloud environment might possibly improve the

response time. We aim at investigating this possibility as part

of our future work. Currently, we exchange the complete data-

model values between the infrastructure services which might

increase the communication cost if the size of the data-model

increases. In order to minimize the communication costs, we

also aim at looking at ways of modularizing the data model,

such that only the parts that are required can be exchanged.
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